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What do you say if a cop pulls you over and asks to search your car?Â What if he gets up in your

face and uses a racial slur?Â What if thereâ€™s a roach in the ashtray?Â And what if your

hot-headed teenage son is at the wheel?Â If you read this book, youâ€™ll know exactly what to do

and say.More people than ever are getting arrestedâ€”usually for petty offenses against laws that

rarely used to be enforced. And because arrest information is so easily available via the Internet,

just one little arrest can disqualify you from jobs, financing, and education.This eye-opening book

tells you everything you need to know about how cops operate, the little things that can get you in

trouble, and how to stay free from the hungry jaws of the criminal justice system. It is now updated

with new and important information on the right of the police to search yourÂ car; on guns, knives,

and self-defense; and on changes in surveillance methods.
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I bought this book and read it on my Android tablet with a Kindle app, it's a very good and

informative book. "Arrest-Proof Yourself" is a really about common sense. Normal average

middleclass people who follow rules will pick up some real pointers about how to keep themselves

out of the back seat of a patrol car. I always suspected that the police had a point system and a

unofficial quote system in place, now it's been confirmed.I am sure with this advice and my

dominating middle class American values I won't be seeing any self inflected arrest in my

future.BUT the real value of this book is that it enlightens you to the CONSEQUENCES of being

arrested. They are huge and life changing. Pay attention. The cost of the book is nothing in



comparison to understanding the consequences of being arrested. The book explains clearly (and

with examples) that just because you were not convicted of the crime you were originally arrested

for doesn't mean that the arrest disappears from your record. The arrest will NEVER disappear, it

will always be there to haunt you and come back and bite you in the you know what. Your employer,

your bank, your mortgage loan officer, your new love interest, everybody will see the arrest. There

will be no mention that you were not convicted. People will think you were arrested, you are guilty.

They will ask themselves "Should I associate with this person, do I want him or her in my

company?"Hold on though, it gets Worse. He talks about what's going on in electronic surveillance.

Pay attention because "Big Brother" is.In the end the book is the real deal. It's not a conspiracy

"theory" book. Your getting it straight from the horse's mouth.
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